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,is study examined the characteristics of internet rumors in the user-generated content (UGC)mode, analysed the advantages of
using the blockchain technology to curb internet rumors, and proposed a framework of the internet rumor reporting system based
on the blockchain incentive mechanism. With Truffle as a development framework, intelligent contracts such as create, read,
update, and delete were created using Solidity. ,e end users were connected to the blockchain using the MetaMask plugin.
Finally, rewards were obtained by the participants, and the decentralizing program Dapp was created. ,e results showed that the
TRUES could support multiuser reporting and execute intelligent contracts automatically and efficiently in a complex internet
rumor environment; for the range of 1–2896 participants, virtual currency rewards could be obtained in 0.5–2.5 d.,e conclusion
showed that the internet rumor reporting system under the blockchain incentive mechanism had the characteristics of multilevel
management, and distributed ledger and digital signatures contributed to the retention and traceability of rumors. Intelligent
contracts and consensus mechanisms have obvious advantages in dealing with the complex forms of internet rumors.

1. Introduction

It is reported that the number of internet users has reached
989 million in China, with 927 million video users ac-
counting for 93.7%, according to the 47th “Statistical Report
on China’s Internet Development Status” released by China
Internet Information Center in February 2021 [1]. ,e
proportion of user-generated content (UGC) mode network
information dissemination is gradually increasing with the
rapid development of communication technology. ,e
generation, diffusion, and even public opinion fermentation
of network rumors can be easily caused by UGC information
because of their characteristics of subject decentralisation,
content fragmentation, and fission propagation speed in the
propagation process. Network rumors are generally spread
through microvideos, fake screenshots, forged pictures,
video reprocessing, and other forms to which public are
attracted.,e reason of creators to spread network rumors is
complex. ,e lack of judgement makes more audience as
secondary rumor spreaders. Rumors that spread in the form

of “video + pictures” are more attractive to the audience and
more difficult to control.

Network rumors refer to the false information that are
transmitted through the network media (for example,
microblog, website, forum, and social software) and reflected
in multimedia forms such as text, pictures, and voice-video.
Text information in network rumors can be divided into
thematic text and emotional tendency text [2]. Texts with
evident words such as violence, pornography, fraud, and
garbage information are judged as thematic texts. Web
crawler technology is commonly used to capture specific
keywords and shield the captured messages. ,e rumor with
emotional tendency contains the information of the pub-
lisher’s views, attitudes, and positions. ,erefore, the in-
formation is concealed and is difficult to be graphed by the
crawler program. Artificially identifying rumors is manually
marked by the network security department, which con-
sumes extensive manpower and is difficult to meet the re-
quirements of control. ,erefore, more accurate traceability
and intelligent mining methods must be developed.
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Artificial intelligence provides multiple tools for the
excavation of general network rumor information (includ-
ing text, image, and voice). For example, deep learning is
widely used in text classification in natural language pro-
cessing [3, 4], and neural networks are used for the iden-
tification of illegal images [5]. However, with the advent of
the UGC era, rumors based on video and live broadcast
mode have large scene changes; therefore, these are difficult
to recognise. A real-time frame-cutting transmission rec-
ognition is required with a large number of manual
judgements; therefore, it is difficult to obtain and analyse
public opinion data.

Blockchain is applied to the field of public opinion
control and electronic certificates, with advantages of dis-
tributed database technology, decentralisation, and con-
sensusmechanism [6, 7]. However, the earlier studies mainly
use the existing blockchain websites to process the generated
text and picture data at a later stage, which lacks immediate
regulation [8, 9].,erefore, we must immediately exploit the
advantages of the blockchain technology, improve the
original rumor processing mode, and establish an efficient
real-time rumor reporting system to warn and deal with
rumors that endanger social security.

,e main innovations of this study are as follows:

(1) ,is study proposes a network rumor discovery
model, TRUES, under the blockchain incentive
mechanism. Each participating node is encouraged
to submit the rumor information of its initial
judgement. Certification is implemented through
smart contracts when the network rumor informa-
tion reaches a consensus among the participating
nodes in the blockchain. Public surveillance is en-
couraged, and the sources of rumor data are
broadened by this mechanism.

(2) In the process of blockchain Dapp creation, the
traditional method is improved to avoid separating
the storage layer code from the application layer
code. Intelligent contracts simplify independent
database components and use codes to complete
reading and data storage functions. ,is more
flexible setting overcomes the problem of occupying
storage space owing to heavy workload.

2. Advantages of the Blockchain Technology in
Network Rumor Processing

As a distributed accounting technology, the advantages of
the blockchain decentralisation and consensus mechanism
provide a variety of possibilities for its application in the
public opinion prevention and control model. ,e decen-
tralised model proposes a new method to judge and prevent
rumor spreading. ,e original rumor processing path is
generally from the initial publisher⟶ information ter-
minal⟶ network control centre⟶ public network se-
curity department ⟶ network control centre ⟶
information terminal⟶ feedback for the published con-
tent [10]. ,e decentralised model can overcome the dis-
advantages of the original centralised control of public

opinion, such as multiple links, considerable time, heavy
tasks, and a large deployment of police.

Another advantage of the blockchain technology is the
consensus mechanism. Entrants can be used as nodes on the
blockchain; each node has the function of identifying ru-
mors and backing up information. When a participant re-
ceives specific information, it uses common sense to judge
the authenticity of the information, broadcast it if it is true,
and reach a consensus after mutual verification with other
nodes; then, the information is added to the chain. Infor-
mation is filtered and blocked based on the consensus
mechanism when more than 50% of the nodes in the entire
chain judge it as a rumor. To achieve the purpose of instant
processing, an integrated data link is formed, which provides
technical support for later traceability.

,e intelligent contract can meet the high efficiency
requirement of rumor processing. ,e intelligent contract
contains all the information about the transaction and au-
tomatically executes the resulting operation after meeting
the requirements; hence, trust can be built on the basis of the
algorithm, which is much higher than that of the human
value judgement. Furthermore, the spontaneous execution
of the intelligent contract based on automatic hosting
considerably reduces the labour cost. For example, the
preliminary research by Sheng et al. [8] and Pandou and
Chunhua [9] mainly used the existing blockchain websites to
process and test the generated text, picture, and network
rumor data but lacked immediate regulatory countermea-
sures. Xiwei et al. [11] tested the design of the intelligent
contract on the well-known blockchain Steemit platform by
adding the common rule formulation of users on each node.
,e support and opposition of platform nodes to the in-
formation released by other nodes will affect the ranking of
their information and the communication efficiency, which
provides a basis for the platform to deal with false infor-
mation or low-value information. Sulin et al. [12] con-
structed and conducted simulation experiments on the
three-stage network rumor screening model of public
opinion outbreak, public opinion fermentation, and public
opinion diffusion and proved that the model can ensure the
traceability of public opinion information, but it is only
verified for a single platform and ignores the common
fermentation characteristics of rumor information on
multiple platforms. Weichong et al. [13] analysed the in-
formation acceptance behaviour of users in public opinion
in combination with the blockchain technology and built
and tested the public opinion platform, but it also lacked
cross-platform function. Dan et al. [14] analysed the
blockchain technology from the perspective of multisource
information, but the information of this test comes from the
scientific and technological literature platform, and its
variability and timeliness are far lower than those of rumor
information. It is worth mentioning that Zhao [15] and
others analysed the law of network public opinion infor-
mation dissemination under the blockchain environment,
which laid a foundation for the research of the incentive
mechanism on user behaviours.

,e digital signature technology of the blockchain re-
duces the possibility of information tampering. If a rumor
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publisher wants to disseminate by forging real information,
he must obtain the private key from the original information
publisher, and the corresponding hash value will lead to the
change of the digital signature. Blockchain automatically
verifies the changed digital signature through intelligent
contracts; therefore, the generation and traceability of ru-
mors will be reported in time.

In the blockchain 3.0 industry application era, time-
stamp technology can fully guarantee the entire process of
information dissemination in rumor prevention and control
[16]. ,e intelligent contract and consensus mechanism
improve the accuracy and efficiency of data processing in
rumor dissemination.,e unique technical characteristics of
the blockchain can fully improve the accuracy and efficiency
of network rumors’ management and can provide effective
tools for the discovery and blocking of network rumors in
the UGC era.

3. Network Rumor Reporting Model in the
Blockchain Incentive Mechanism

,e core of the blockchain is the incentive mechanism. In
the bitcoin system, the essence of the reward is that miners
(nodes) obtain established interests by participating in
transactions. One study has theoretically confirmed that
economic benefits affect user forwarding [14]. Each par-
ticipating node in the system submits its identified rumor
information. ,e submitted network rumor information
reaches consensus in the participating node of the block-
chain through an intelligent contract; it is performed
through an intelligent contract such that the participating
node will obtain a reward for virtual currency (financial
assets) [17]. ,is incentive mechanism enables users to more
actively report and share rumor information, which can
considerably transform rumor entrants and observers in the
process of information dissemination into rumor whistle-
blowers. In this section, we introduce the construction and
application test of the network rumor reporting model in the
blockchain incentive mode.

3.1. Network Rumor Mining System Model under the Block-
chain Incentive Mechanism. ,e “TRUES” system is dif-
ferent from the traditional online rumor reporting system.
All business logics of the traditional rumor reporting system
are defined and implemented on specific private servers
(internet companies or public security departments). ,e
business of “TRUES” is defined and implemented in the
intelligent contract on the decentralised Ethernet block-
chain, which is more secure to avoid the impact of server
problems on the “TRUES” system.

,e assumptions of “TRUES” are as follows:

(1) Initially, an ETH is assigned to each participant,
which can be paid to the contract for joining the
“TRUES” competition

(2) “TRUES” begins when the first participant enters
(3) Contract is pinged by entrants every day

(4) If a participant does not ping contract in 24 h, other
users can delete it

(5) ,e last participant will obtain all virtual currencies
from the contract when the whole process is
completed

,e structure of the “TRUES” system is demonstrated in
Figure 1.

3.1.1. Introduction of Truffle for the TRUES System. ,is
study used the current mainstream development framework,
Truffle, with the advantages of simply compiling, testing, and
deploying contracts to the blockchain. ,e front end can be
quickly set and connected to a deployed contract. It can
perform automated contract tests and deploy network
management to any number of public and private networks
in application, with interactive consoles for direct com-
munication. In this study, npm install-g truffle@4.0.4 ver-
sion was installed.

3.1.2. Intelligent Contract. Solidity was used to create in-
telligent contracts such as create, read, update, and delete to
better manage the accounts of entrants in the system. ,is
contract is the basic operation that we require to perform on
the storage of intelligent contracts when managing entrants.

An intelligent contract provides the ability to initialize a
permanent state and read and store data through its code.
,e contract uses state variables instead of the default global
variable in permanent storage. ,e default location depends
on the type of variable it involves.

Database: using the mapping structure, indexes all
registered entrants according to their addresses.

A new type of Centrants, containing various contract
operations, is set.

Create: create the contract after completing the storage
initialization; create implies adding new items to the
permanent storage structure (participant mapping).
,is function allows new adders to register themselves
in the database.
Read: define the findentrants method in the centrants
contract and read the mapping record according to the
specified primary key (participant address).

,is function will provide entrants’ addresses instead of
direct access to player details from the mapping loop. Owing
to the setting of network security, entrants authenticate their
identity through their phone number.

Update: update or edit the existing entries in the
participant mapping storage. Each participant maps its
detailed information to its addresses such that we only
need to target ID in the mapping and update the at-
tributes of its corresponding structure. ,e old value
will not be deleted or rewritten when an item is
updated. A new value contained in the current block is
defined, while the old value is put into the previous
block. ,is reflected the untamperability feature in
TRUES.
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Delete: used to stop or delete existing entries.
Removeentrants: deletes the elements at a specific index
(address). In the mapping, the specified key (address) is
set to zero.

3.1.3. Establishment of a CTRUES Contract. Implement the
interface with the keyword.

Join function allows entrants to join the ongoing TRUES
system. If entrants are declared as payable, they can receive
Ethernet currency.

Ping function: maintains the track record of participant
activity ping
Eliminate function: removes inactive entrants
ClaimReward: sends the total awards under contract
control to the last active participant

New ActiveentrantsEv and eliminateentrantsEv are two
events when new entrants join the system or when entrants
are eliminated from the system, respectively.

Lindex tracks the index of the previous active user as an
integer variable.

3.2. Adding, Eliminating, and Obtaining Rewards in the
Operation of the TRUES System. At the beginning of the
incentive process, the entrants invoke the join method and
send an Ethernet currency to the True contract.

Entrants must meet the following conditions for joining
TRUES.

Entrants should be registered in the contract and send
sufficient money. msg value ≥1 ether.

Entrants did not join the ongoing TRUES system. msg
value ≥1 ether and Tpension [msg.sender]� 0.

,e Ether coins we provide are stored in Tpension.

3.2.1. Rumor Reporting Function. After performing the join
(.) function, use ping (.) to allow entrants to update their

activities. Entrants send a transaction call ping to prove their
activity.

3.2.2. Function of Eliminating Inactive Entrants and Sharing
Rewards. Entrants can trigger the eliminate function to
ensure that the system can eliminate participants who have
no ping contract in the past 24 h. ,is function will delete
inactive participants from the list of active participants and
set the participant ID to zero. Furthermore, Pension func-
tion is to share the funds of the eliminated participants.

3.2.3. Obtain Reward Function. In the final stage of rumor
reporting, the winning entrants obtain rewards by calling the
ClaimReward function, which is realized by the function of
distributing funds every time after the previous smart
contract eliminates inactive participants.

4. Application Test of the TRUES System

MetaMask connects the end users to Ganache (blockchain)
such that users can use and manage their funds.

In the Drizzle box folder, run the command npm run
start.

,e user interaction interface of the TRUES is shown in
Figure 2.

To test 22 entrants in an ongoing online rumor, entrants
must register using real information such as a name or
phone number. Click Submit. In MetaMask, open the first
pop-up window. Consider the 22nd account as an example.
,e initial account setting of the TRUES system is shown in
Figure 3.

After 22 entrants in the test group join the TRUES
system, click commit for each account successively. Renew
the intelligent contract by reporting rumors.

When the join and renewal operations are completed,
Drizzle will automatically update the ContractData com-
ponent instead of refreshing the entire page. In the test
process, time can be increased to eliminate some entrants. To

Framework of TRUES

Cross platform rumor data

Application layer

Business layer

Data layer

Rumor
Reporting Traceability Risk

warning
Record
keeping

Interface Intelligence
contract MetaMask

EVMstorageAlgorithmEntrants
node 

Figure 1: Structure of the TRUES system.
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enable the Truffle console in a new terminal, generate an
interactive console connected to Ganache, and run RPC
calls. After 24 h, 21 entrants are eliminated, and Drizzle
automatically displays details at the bottom of the page when
entrants are eliminated. ,e phase-out account information
is shown in Figure 4; the remaining entrants will receive
their due reward in Ethercoin.

By increasing the number of tests, the number of en-
trants is increased to 267 with the rumor reporting time set
for 2 d. Finally, 266 entrants are eliminated.,e ETH reward
obtained by the winner is shown in Figure 5.

As the blockchain technology is in the development stage
without national test standard at present, this study adopted
the current popular standards of China blockchain tech-
nology and industrial development forum to conduct a
comprehensive system test for the program, including the
function test and performance test with several participants.
With the increase in the number of participants and test
time, the functions of the TRUES system could meet the

business needs and accurate access. ,e consensus mech-
anism and intelligent contract could support tamper-proof
and content upgrade. ,e rumors reported by participants
came from 2–20 platforms. ,e verification results showed
that the TRUES system had good stability and adaptability in
dealing with network rumors in the cross-platform mode.

According to the performance test results of the
TRUES system, multiple account tests can run stably. To
test the stability of the system with the number of par-
ticipants gradually increasing, the stage test results are
shown in Table 1. According to the network rumor
spreading practice, the duration range from attracting
audience interest to gradually withdrawing from hot
search is 0–3 d; the test time was set within 3 d. ,e test
results showed that the TRUES system could adapt to
continuous reporting and could distribute rewards in
time.

In summary, the advantage of TRUES is to reduce
memory consumption by mapping storage. Intelligent

Figure 2: TRUES system user interface.
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contracts could eliminate negative participants and provide rich
rewards to active participants quickly and accurately. ,e
verification results showed that the TRUES had obvious ad-
vantages in dealing with network rumors under the UGCmode.
,e harmfulness of rumor multiplatform is ignored by the
traditional way for internet rumor handling.,e TRUES system
based on the incentive mechanism is suitable for providing
rumor clues from different media platforms, which can better
meet the comprehensive judgement of the multiplatform.

5. Conclusions

,is study analysed the characteristics of network rumors,
including information subject decentralisation, content
fragmentation, and fission communication under the UGC
mode. Combined with the advantages of the blockchain
incentive mechanism, the TRUES rumor reporting system
was optimized by multiuser testing. It was proved that users
in the TRUES system could obtain virtual currencies by
reporting rumors, which could mobilize the enthusiasm of
rumor whistleblower and broaden the source of rumor data.
,e blockchain technology can provide identification,
processing, and warning in the entire process to meet the
needs of online rumor reporting efficiently and precisely.
,erefore, TRUES has wide social needs, high technical
feasibility, and good application prospects.
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